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Amanda Robustelli-Price, Glastonbury High School

’

,

!

It s summer we made it I hope that as you read

,

.

this you are having a peaceful and healthy break

,

,

Advocacy page

,

For me this time of year is one of deep reflection

,

’

,

,

Personal Perspectives page

,

Methods and Motivation

,

where I look back check in on how I m doing and

.

2

CT COLT News page

then start to mentally plan for the upcoming school year

4

2

page
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,

News from State Organizations

,

When I think back to the school year that has just wrapped up I

,

page

5

:"

am grateful for the resiliency of my students my responsive

Themed Section

school and district leadership the teamwork of the CT COLT

with a New Perspective

,

,

,

,

Board and members and the support of my colleagues family
and friends

Continue reading...

Remembering paul St. louis
linda Dalpe, past president ct colt

’

I saw the caller s name on my phone as I
answered that evening expecting to talk about

,

the latest idea for our conference or something
else related to the workings of CT COLT

.

,

…

only to

get the sad news that Paul had passed away that

’

...

day NOOOO it can t be

Continue reading...

Interview with trudy anderson, ct
colt 2021 teacher of the year
melissa tubbs, organization director: aatf
Trudy is a middle school Spanish teacher for the

.

New Haven Public Schools She has presented on
multiple topics for CT COLT and other language

,

organizations specializing in classroom
instruction methods that are accessible and

,

.

effective for all teachers languages and levels Her commitment
to her students and her passion for language teaching is

;

,

unparalleled when we sat down to chat she had just finished the
Summer Proficiency Institute and mentioned how invigorating

...

and inspiring it was

Continue reading...

Looking Forward
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page
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advocacy
Advocating as Teacher Candidates: The World Language Advocacy Project
Michele Back, CT colt Advocacy Coordinator

,

,

At the Neag School of Education where I teach methods and advise future teachers we certify

:

’/

’ ( / )
’
,

world language teacher candidates through two programs Integrated Bachelor s Master s
and Teacher Certification for Post Collegiate Graduates

/

,

(

).

TCPCG

IB M

The goal of the Master s year

-

particularly for IB M students is to encourage teacher candidates to take on leadership roles in year

,

-

long school

,

.

based internships preparing them to serve as innovators and agents of change

Continue reading...

Personal (student) Perspectives
Starting a Virtual Foreign

My Language Learning Journey

Language Magazine

Earning the Seal of Biliteracy

Sophie Kudler, William H. Hall High School '22

,

One day early in

2020,

qi han zheng, william h. Hall high school '21

,

,

Within this fast moving world many acquire a

my sophomore year I was

,

’

talking to my parents about school activities and how

special talent whether it s knowing how to solve

to get more involved in my school community I had

multiple difficult mathematical problems or playing

;

.

,

’

.

thought about the school newspaper however I didn t

several instruments Having a talent is similar to

want to write an article in English I thought about my

owning something that others don t possess and for

love for other languages and how it would be cool if I

me one of my talents is facility of the four skills

could write a whole article in Spanish Then the idea

speaking listening reading and writing in multiple

struck me

languages

.

!

--

.

I would like to start a foreign language

magazine

,

,

.

’

,

,

,

:

As a young child and even today I communicate
With the amazing foreign language department at Hall

,

.

with my family in Mandarin Chinese

High School I knew a foreign language magazine

.

would be a success

Continue reading...

Continue reading...
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methods and motivation

Is there a colleague you would like to "shout out" in our next issue?
Click here to tell us about them!
Relaxing with the Target Language: Novellas
Katy Reddick, strong middle school, durham CT

,

-

For the last two years I have found a new way of relaxing

!

reading novellas in Latin Initially I purchased my first

.

,

novellas to explore using them in my middle school classroom However one evening on a whim I carried one

’

.

,

with me into my son s room as we prepared for the bedtime routine After reading to him we often read together

.

!

,

,

silently The novella hit the spot It was comprehensible it was compelling and it was what I had energy for at

.

the end of a busy day

Continue reading...

Digital Interactive Notebooks in the
World Language Classroom
Elena serapiglia, amity regional high school,
woodbridge ct

I learned about digital interactive notebooks last spring

(2020)

.

via different Facebook groups The teacher

creates activities

(

)

or copies and pastes activities

.

into a

Google Slides presentation There are places in the

,

,

.

,

presentation for students to write upload work etc Then

,

using Google Classroom the teacher creates an
assignment and makes a copy of the entire Google Slides

.

presentation for each student

Continue reading...

Engaging Education: Four authentic
and Engaging Strategies that Carry
Over to the Physical Classroom
Jade Graham, Broadview Middle school, danbury ct

I still remember the last day of school in March

-

end of in

.

2020;

the

person instruction was so abrupt Who could

have predicted that almost a year would pass before we

-

would return to in

,

person instruction and that even then

?

it would be to a hybrid model

.

,

And yet the

2020-2021

school year taught us a lot It tested and refined our

;

methods of instruction it forced us to become more

.

1st place, lower elementary division
2021 ct colt poster contest
ariyan mubashwir

innovative in our strategies

Continue reading...

dorothy l. goodwin elementary

What is the primary emotion you feel when you think about going back to
school in the fall? Click here to tell us!
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CT COLT news
CT COLT EdCamp

2021

Student Awards for Excellence

maureen lamb, kingswood oxford school

Since its inception in
COLT

(

Judith ojeda, ct colt student events coordinator

2016,

Edcamp CT

)

formerly LangCampCT

Each year CT COLT invites world

has been

language teachers to nominate up to

5

a wonderful way for language teachers

students to be recognized for their

in CT to connect in an informal and

excellence and achievements Students

supportive

are selected based on their high

“

”

unconference

.

.

setting It is

,

one of my favorite language teaching events because

achieving grades their enthusiasm and

the main goal is for language teachers to engage

commitment to the language they are studying and

thoughtfully in conversations with other language

their positive attitude toward languages and cultures

.

.

teachers

Continue reading...

Continue reading...

!

!

Summer Proficiency Institute

Rhyme On Celebrate On

Kathleen archibald, coordinator

Marisa Lewis, south windsor elementary schools

2021

The

.

Summer Proficiency

Pivot and then pivot again has been the

.

Institute was hosted by CT COLT on

mantra this past school year It was no

June

different for the CT COLT Rhyme

23 - 25

.

via Zoom This was the

.

fifth Summer Proficiency Institute

Celebration Connecticut elementary

and the fourth in the series with Greg

students went virtual and submitted

Duncan CT COLT is proud to be able to maintain the

rhymes and poems in their world

.

Summer Proficiency Institute in the same

language of study They were not able to go on stage

collaborative spirit that keeps participants returning

and show off their language skills in front of their

for many years The conference was a great

families as is the tradition at the annual Rhyme

success with over

Celebration

.

80

educators from around the

.

globe participating in the three day conference

.

Continue reading...

Continue reading...

CT COLT Mentoring
Matt mangino, wethersfield high school, wethersfield ct

,

Over the past several years CT
COLT has held an outstanding

.

program for new teachers I have
been fortunate to have participated

’

in CT COLT s New Teacher

.

Mentoring Program since its inception This year

-

was customarily top

,

notch in spite of the unique

.

challenges posed by the pandemic I am pleased to

-

say that President

-

Joseph Parodi

Elect Rebecca Aubrey and

,

. .

Brown Ph D did a great job of

building upon the groundwork that had been laid

-

by President Amanda Robustelli

’

,

Price and CT

COLT s Teacher of the Year Gina Gallo in their
leadership to expand the impact of this

.

noteworthy program

Continue reading...

Do you have a favorite World Language
meme or cartoon? Submit it here!
here!
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news from organizations
AATSP Sociedad Honoraria Hispánica Induction at Academy of
Information Technology

&

Engineering

clerin john, academy of information technology and engineering

,

.

Across the nation high schools induct students to their various honor societies The Academy of Information
Technology and Engineering

(

)

AITE

Sociedad Honoraria Hispanica

(

,

is proud to have five honor society chapters with one of them being the

).

The Spanish Honor Society

.

.

The SHH is coordinated by Mrs Raquel Hernandez

,

Bonessi who founded this honor society six years ago Being one of the largest honor societies at AITE the SHH is
composed of passionate Spanish learners who plan to utilize the Spanish skills which they have attained in their

.

future

Continue reading...

Community and Business Outreach: CITA/SCSU Collaboration
Gina Gallo Reinhard, 2020-2021 COLT Teacher of the Year

,

,

,

,

:

Collaboration collaborazione Zusammenarbeit collaboration kolaboracja to work jointly with
others or together especially in an intellectual endeavor

,

(

).

Webster

Regardless of the language of

choice the theme of collaboration has been the main focus of the COLT Community and Business

.

outreach team Throughout the

20-21

school year we were thrilled to partner with Southern

Connecticut State University and the Connecticut Italian Teachers Association to offer an

.

internship opportunity for a world language graduate student Leah Nocella is currently majoring in Italian and

.

joined CITA as the first student webmaster Leah attended all CITA meetings and became an active member of

.

the executive council Leah was responsible for website design and other supportive roles within CITA such as

,

-

fundraising co

,

.

coordinating events promotion of scholarship opportunities and more

Continue reading...

save the date!

discover information about the conference here!
do you have outstanding students who should
serve on our conference "student panel"?
Recommend them here!
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THEMED SECTION: LOOKING FORWARD WITH A NEW PERSPECTIVE
You can teach an old dog new

Making Connection a Priority:

tricks!

Musings on Virtual Events

Sarah meshanic, E.O. smith high school, storrs ct

melissa tubbs, organizational director: AATF

I am certain that all of us have been challenged by

When I joined the Comité Exécutif of

.

,

technology and teaching in a vastly new way this year

the CT chapter of AATF it was brought

As a veteran Spanish teacher with a huge teacher tool

to my attention that all members were

,

.

kit I along with everyone else jumped into a teaching

expected to facilitate an event I could

situation in which we had to reinvent almost every

not have been more thrilled as this task

,

.

activity and attack the online challenge with creativity

,

rang true with the little girl inside who once dreamed

.

,

Prior to the pandemic I employed a myriad of ways to

of being a wedding planner In all seriousness I love to

connect with students However these techniques

plan things and so I immediately began brainstorming

.

,

.

.

,

mostly functioned with in person classes When I was

ideas Couple this with my involvement with CT COLT

thrust into the new model of distance learning I found

and chairing their annual poster contest and this girl

it almost impossible to build individual relationships

was in project heaven

,

…

.

,

.

then the pandemic hit

with all of the barriers both literal and figurative

Continue reading...

Continue reading...

It Takes a Village...
gina gallo-reinhart, 2020 ct colt teacher of the year

,

,

,

,

-

In school out of school hybrid learning rotating schedules quarantining and close contacts

!

Oh my

As we finish up one of the most trying school years in recent history I have spent a great deal
reflecting on the

.

20-21

.

,

school year This academic year brought a myriad of emotions struggles and

joys As I look back on one of the most historic years in recent history I am reminded time and again

.

,

of the importance of a learning community As the outgoing CT COLT Language Teacher of the Year

’

.

I would like to take this opportunity to showcase the many joys that have come from this year s struggles

Continue reading...

